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I. Introduction
The Master Transportation Plan (MTP) Goals and Policies document specifies three general policies that
form the foundation of the MTP and, therefore, transportation in Arlington in the years ahead: integrating
transportation with land use, supporting the design and operation of complete streets, and managing
travel and demand and transportation systems. This element of the MTP focuses on pedestrian travel,
which is greatly affected by land use, street design and transportation system management. Providing an
exemplary local walking environment will be critical to achieving Arlington’s many community goals for
effective transportation, clean environment, healthy citizenry and vibrant economy.
The MTP establishes six broad goals for Arlington’s transportation policy that direct the policies and
implementation actions for pedestrian travel identified in this document. Those goals are:
1. Provide high‐quality transportation services.
2. Move more people without more traffic.
3. Promote safety.
4. Establish equity.
5. Manage effectively and efficiently.
6. Advance environmental sustainability.
Those goals are supported by 27 strategy directives including the following statements which directly
relate to pedestrian policy. Those strategies that are pedestrian specific are:
 Provide safe and convenient pedestrian access on all streets.
 Construct and manage streets to be “Complete Streets”. Streets should be safe and
comfortable for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, motorists, and other users.
 Ensure transportation facilities meet the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
guidelines, preferably through universal design
 Encourage the use of environmentally sustainable modes including bicycling, walking,
transit, carpooling and telecommuting.
 Minimize rates of injuries and accidents for each mode and ensure that transit riders,
pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists feel safe and comfortable to all times when
traveling in Arlington.
 Manage motor vehicle congestion by emphasizing transportation alternatives, parking
management and queue management.
 Increase energy efficiency and reduce hydrocarbon emissions by encouraging and
accommodating non‐motorized travel, public transit, carpooling, telecommuting and
alternative fuel vehicles.
At some point, everyone is a pedestrian. Almost every transportation trip includes a portion taken by foot
or wheelchair, making pedestrian safety, access, and mobility critical to success of the entire
transportation system. Moreover, streets with exemplary pedestrian conditions are especially important
to support Arlington’s goals for greater use of public transit, community vibrancy and environmental
enhancement.
Pedestrians are a diverse group that includes the elderly, children, the temporarily and permanently
disabled, and the able‐bodied. Pedestrians may use a variety of equipment in their travels, including
walkers, canes, manual and motorized wheelchairs, strollers, shopping carts, roller blades and scooters.
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Moreover, pedestrians are particularly vulnerable to injury by motor vehicle. All these factors must be
taken into account when planning and designing for pedestrian travel.

II. Summary
Arlington would like to have more people walking to more places more often. Expanding the pedestrian
presence in Arlington is the main theme of this plan. Walking can be a great transportation option for
short trips and a means to access transit for longer travel. Walking is a clean, healthy, and inexpensive
means of travel that is available to almost everyone, regardless of income or age. Creating a high‐quality
pedestrian‐friendly community will be essential for Arlington to achieve its goals for mobility and
environmental protection.
Enabling and encouraging more walking
for transportation will require substantial
action on the part of Arlington County.
Principally the County will need to
continue to invest millions of dollars to
upgrade and construct new streets,
sidewalks, trails, and other facilities that
constitute its pedestrian infrastructure.
Continuous attention on designing for the
pedestrian is required particularly when
major investments are made as part of
public and private land development,
transportation, and building projects.
This element of the transportation plan
calls for substantial investment in
completion of the pedestrian network, upgrading the existing facilities as needed to make the network
fully accessible for everyone, and recasting our streets to make them safer and more accommodating of
pedestrian travel. Arlington currently lacks a complete sidewalk on almost 20 percent of its local streets.
While work is under way to construct missing sidewalks, at the current pace of funding and construction,
the sidewalk network is not likely to be complete for another 25 to 30 years. Guidance is provided on the
establishment of priorities to achieve the most benefit for the investment.
Arlington’s streets and sidewalks are of various qualities in their accommodation of pedestrians. In recent
years, many streets and sidewalks, particularly within the development corridors, have been rebuilt to
provide safer and more enjoyable walking conditions. Still quite a few intersections and sidewalks are
poorly designed for pedestrian use and will require partial or complete rebuilding. Likewise most of
Arlington’s sidewalk system was built before adoption of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or
other standards that identified what is necessary to accommodate the needs of all pedestrians and there is
need for retrofits and enhancements to be made at various locations across the County.
A key component of the MTP is the pedestrian design and accommodations section, which provides
guidance for the design, construction, and maintenance of pedestrian facilities. It addresses concerns
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regarding accessibility and safety, as well as measures to enhance walkway connectivity and achieve a
more attractive, comfortable, and secure pedestrian environment.
Getting more walking to take place will require more than just building new facilities and rebuilding old
ones. A final component of this plan is the call for activities that encourage walking. The activities can be
aimed at commuters, school‐age children, families, and virtually everyone. This plan calls for actions
ranging from increased traffic law enforcement to multilingual safety messages and walking promotional
information.

III. Arlington’s Future Pedestrian Environment: Policies,
Implementation Actions and Performance Measures
The MTP’s Goals and Policies element, which establishes overall County transportation policy, includes
12 principal policies regarding pedestrian travel. Those policies are grouped in this section into five
categorical areas – completing the walkway network, making the walkway network accessible for all,
improving pedestrian safety, increasing walking and maintaining the walkway system. The policies have
been given new numbers as well as have the number assigned in the Goals and Policies document in
parentheses. For each policy statement one or more implementation actions are identified to provide
specific direction in how to achieve the policy’s intended outcomes. Performance measures are proposed
to assess progress towards achieving the policies.

Complete the Walkway Network
A principal strategy of the MTP is the provision of safe and convenient pedestrian facilities along all
streets. In addition to provision of fully accessible sidewalks along all streets, pedestrian connections are
also needed to all public spaces, community facilities and transit stops in Arlington. Walkways are
generally areas developed for public passage and include sidewalks, shared‐use trails, pedestrian paths,
overpasses and pedestrian underpasses.
Policy 1 (1): Complete the walkway network with appropriately lit, ADA‐accessible sidewalks along
both sides of arterial streets and at least one side of neighborhood streets – plan for well‐defined
exceptions where sidewalks are expected to be omitted. Emphasize projects within priority pedestrian
zones near schools, transit stops and commercial centers. Develop and evaluate criteria and use them,
along with identified needs, to prioritize the funding of proposed construction and improvement
projects.
Implementation Actions:
a. Prioritize sidewalk construction and improvement projects by using an established sidewalk
selection criteria and point system (see Appendix B – Sidewalk Project Ranking Criteria).
b. Complete the walkway network in the Priority Pedestrian Zones (“PPZs”). Complete a
comprehensive and connected network of continuous, safe, functional, and ADA‐accessible
pedestrian walkways within: 0.25 miles of public bus stops, 0.5 mile of all Metrorail station
entrances and, County facilities, and neighborhood retail centers, and 1.0 mile of all public
schools.
c. Incorporate new sidewalk construction and needed upgrades to existing walkways in all County
facilities and street improvement projects. Allow for limited exemptions to sidewalk
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requirements where conditions warrant and safe alternative walking arrangements can be
provided (see Appendix C‐ Sidewalk Exemption Policy for details). While the County will work
closely with the affected neighborhoods, at times County‐initiated projects for needed
improvements will need to proceed even without full community support in order to ensure the
health, safety and welfare of all its residents.
d. Assess street lighting along bus routes and in residential areas within a half mile of retail
commercial areas to ensure that it is sufficient and scaled to make pedestrians feel secure when
walking at night. This will encourage more pedestrian activity and reinforce “Neighborhood
Watch” efforts.
e. Complete a GIS database of sidewalks, curb ramps, and crosswalks, and use this information to
identify pedestrian network needs and measure progress in meeting this Pedestrian Element’s
objectives. Use the database and established criteria to develop a list of potential projects and
establish their relative priorities for funding.
f. Plant trees within street and highway right‐of‐way and act to preserve mature trees that could be
affected by street and sidewalk construction projects.
Policy 2(3): Improve walkway connectivity through the creation of new pedestrian and bicycle
pathways where existing travel routes are indirect and the creation of new connecting streets is not
feasible. Provide or encourage additional safe pedestrian facilities where pedestrians are found to
travel, such as short cuts.
Implementation Actions:
a. Construct multi‐use trails or paved walkways on existing public rights‐of‐way that will improve
the directness and comfort of pedestrian routes between residential areas and commercial centers
and transit stops.
b. Construct new grade‐separated pedestrian facilities where they fill a safety need (such as
crossing a limited‐access roadway) and can be convenient and accessible for all users from the
street grade. Generally such facilities are desired where they function as pedestrian links across
what would otherwise be barriers to pedestrian travel.
c. Utilize the site plan, Unified Residential Development, special exceptions and subdivision
processes to acquire easements for paved walkways that can provide significant improvements in
the connectivity of the walkway system.
Performance Measures for Policies 1 and 2:
1. Annually track the percent reduction in the presence of gaps in an accessible sidewalk system.
2. Annually track the cumulative lengths of sidewalk along: 1) arterial, 2) neighborhood and 3)
commercial streets that are built or reconstructed.

Make the Pedestrian Network Fully Accessible and Convenient for All Users
Achieve universal access for all pedestrians through
implementation of the pedestrian accommodation policies
and facility design guidelines and standards detailed in this
Pedestrian Element.
Policy 3 (2): Upgrade existing infrastructure to comply
with current accessibility standards.
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Implementation Actions:
a. Update the County design and construction standards and ADA Transition Plan as needed to
remain current with evolving national ADA design standards for streets, roadways, and trails.
Include new details in the Arlington County Roadway Construction Standards manual and Arlington
County Streetscape Standards.
b. Initiate a program to inventory and relocate pedestrian obstructions in Priority Pedestrian Zones
and along arterial roadways. Because relocation of certain obstructions, such as utility poles, is
very costly, initial relocation activities should focus on traffic signs, parking meters, street
furniture, vending boxes, commercial signs and similar easily‐moved objects.
c. Focus on achieving ADA compliance of the sidewalk and other pedestrian facilities within a
quarter mile of bus stops by replacement of noncompliant curb ramps, removal of sidewalk
barriers, installation of level surfaces, upgrades to traffic signals and sidewalk maintenance.
d. Provide pedestrian wayfinding signs and other types of guidance information around Metrorail
stations, in areas that visitors typically frequent, and in places or routes in locations where
pedestrian navigation is difficult.
Policy 4 (4): Encourage sidewalk cafes and other streetscape enhancements in the sidewalk. Locate
private encroachments in the sidewalk area with sensitivity to sidewalk width, to historic structures,
and to other obstructions, and subject to periodic review. Safe and convenient pedestrian travel
should not be impeded.
Implementation Actions:
a. Design streets to be comfortable and interesting places that pedestrians will want to walk along
and linger upon. Encourage the establishment of appropriately‐located street side retail
establishments including sidewalk cafes, street vendors and first floor shops to help enliven
streets.
b. Design and implement comfortable and enjoyable public plazas and spaces with appropriate
lighting, plantings, furniture and other amenities.
c. Plant and maintain street trees in the utility/planting strips and on medians where appropriate.
d. Utilize Zoning Ordinance and site plan conditions to require owners of restaurants to ensure the
café spaces in public sidewalks do not encroach into sidewalk clear zones and ensure that café
spaces are demarked with detectable barriers.
e. Control the location of newspaper vendor boxes and permit the relocation of such boxes if they
are placed in sidewalk clear zones or otherwise obstruct pedestrian travel.
f. County staff should remove, from the public right‐of‐way, fences, vending carts, parked vehicles
and other private property that is found to obstruct visibility or travel on public walkways at the
owner’s expense if possible.
Policy 5 (7): Provide straight, level, unimpeded and appropriately‐designated pedestrian travel
whenever feasible. For example, pedestrian crossings at intersections should generally follow the
center line of the sidewalk, and newly‐constructed driveways across pedestrian facilities are expected
to provide unobstructed pedestrian passage.
Implementation Actions:
a. Consider marking mid‐block crosswalks in those locations where pedestrian crossings are
frequent, sight visibility is good and adequate advance signage can be provided.
b. Refine roadway and pedestrian facility design standards, and experiment with new treatments
oriented toward improving pedestrian safety.
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c.

Physically improve streets and crossings to enhance pedestrian safety at and near designated
school bus stops to enable safer student access to school‐provided transportation.
Performance Measures for Policies 3, 4 and 5:
1. Track on an annual basis, the number of physical obstructions that have been removed from the
public walkway network.
2. Measure compliance towards achieving a fully accessible walkways network by 2025.

Improve Pedestrian Safety
Concern about personal safety is one of the greatest concerns expressed by both walkers and potential
walkers. Many Arlingtonians currently do not feel that local streets and sidewalks are as safe as they
would like them to be. While actual pedestrian crashes and injuries are relatively infrequent, many
pedestrians still do feel that walkway facilities are adequate enough or that motorist behavior is
accommodating enough to feel comfortable when walking. Arlington should be working to both
improve the actual and perceived safety of walkers in the County.
Policy 6 (8): Use measures including street redesign and enforcement aimed at changing motorist
behavior to manage vehicular speeds and minimize vehicle/pedestrian conflicts.
Implementation Actions:
a. Use appropriate lane widths and curb return radii as part of street construction projects to
manage traffic speeds and reduce the length and difficulty of pedestrian crossings.
b. Implement Neighborhood Traffic Calming projects, using traffic circles, curb radius reductions,
nubs (curb extensions), speed humps, and other appropriate measures, as means to reduce traffic
speeding and enhance safety in neighborhoods.
c. Implement special treatments including enhanced signage, high‐visibility markings, pedestrian‐
activated signals, and audible devices to assist pedestrian crossings at locations with substantial
pedestrian safety concerns.
d. Work with local legislators to obtain amendments to the Code of Virginia to clarify the actions
required of pedestrians and motorists, especially regarding pedestrian right of way in crosswalks,
on sidewalks, and at mid‐block crossings.
e. Evaluate pedestrian crash reports to develop an understanding of the current nature and location
of pedestrian crashes and develop countermeasures where possible.
f. Prioritize traffic law enforcement activity towards locations and times when most pedestrian
crashes take place. Focus on red light violations by motorists, failure to yield to pedestrians at
intersections and in crosswalks, right‐turn‐on‐red violations, speeding, and jaywalking.
Policy 7 (10): Undertake ongoing pedestrian safety education and outreach activities with emphasis on
addressing the populations with the greatest needs.
Implementation Actions:
a. Utilize school‐based programs to educate all Arlington students about walking, bicycling and
traffic safety.
b. Develop and distribute multilingual safety education materials directed toward those who are
most at risk of injuries.
c. Support and coordinate with the Street Smart or other pedestrian safety campaigns that reach
across the Washington region.
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d. Produce and regularly communicate locally‐oriented pedestrian service messages to further
emphasize the local interest in safety and respect of all street users.
e. Encourage pedestrians to wear reflective clothing or accessories when walking at night.
f. Expand existing efforts to teach proper user etiquette and safe operating behavior on shared‐use
trails.
Policy 8 (9): Reconstruct arterial roadways to manage travel speeds, expand sidewalk area, and
improve the safety and accessibility of pedestrian crossings where appropriate. At‐grade crossings are
preferred over grade‐separated crossings except at limited‐access highways or where extreme
topography exists.
Implementation Actions:
a. Reconstruct arterial roadways using measures identified in the Arterial Traffic Management
Study to enhance sidewalks, minimize
vehicle speeds in excess of the posted
speed limit and pedestrian crossing
distances.
b. On an ongoing basis, assess and
adjust traffic signals to ensure that
they provide adequate crossing time
for safe travel by all pedestrians. Pay
particular attention to intersections
that have large numbers of children,
elderly, and disabled pedestrians.
c. Install nubs (curb extensions) where
appropriate to reduce pedestrian
crossing distances and increase
visibility for both motorists and
pedestrians.
d. Address conflicts between right‐turning vehicles and pedestrians that may result from free right‐
turn slip lanes or right‐turns‐on‐red through street reconstruction and/or prohibition of right
turns on red.
e. Assess the impact of insufficient lighting as a factor in pedestrian crashes. As needed, install
supplemental street lights to ensure that lighting meets Arlington and national standards along
both sides of all arterial streets.
f. Utilize the County’s crosswalks guidance (as provided in Section IV.) to identify where and how
best crosswalks should be marked for maximum visibility, compliance and overall traffic safety.
Performance Measures for Policies 6, 7 and 8:
1. Annually track the number of pedestrian‐motor vehicle collisions and resulting injuries with a
goal of simultaneously achieving a reduction of injuries and an increase in pedestrian activity.
2. Track the number of students, residents and visitors that are exposed to the pedestrian safety
education campaigns. Seek to achieve annual exposure levels of 80% or more of the local
population.
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Increase Walking
Walking is important not just for transportation but for fitness, recreation, commerce, and for building
community. Arlington’s physical environment and culture should encourage many more people to
choose to walk to more places, more often. Increasing the pedestrian presence on streets helps to make
the environment safer for al pedestrians and engenders more accommodation of walkers by vehicle
operators. Arlington should strive to continuously increase walking activity.
Policy 9 (11): Develop promotional strategies to encourage more people to walk more often – with
specific programs and events directed towards the needs of students held at least once a year.
Implementation Actions:
a. Develop promotion strategies geared to increase pedestrian travel for nonwork trips such as
errands and shopping. Address issues such as transport of goods and packages and small
children; time management; trip chaining; and changes in weather. Develop incentive and
reward programs.
b. Expand partnerships with historic, cultural, art, health‐promotion and tourism organizations to
promote more recreational walking in Arlington. Develop thematic walking tours, events and
related programs and market them through materials, such as brochures and Web pages.
c. Support efforts by Parent Teacher Associations and other school‐based groups to encourage
students and parents to walk or bike rather than drive to schools.
d. Create wayfinding sign systems for motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists and integrate with the
existing information systems established for ART, Metrobus, Metrorail, and car‐share operations.
Policy 10 (12): Collect pedestrian data on County streets and trails on an annual basis.
Implementation Actions:
a. Collect data on walking activity through County‐wide travel and transit access surveys, and by
physical counts of pedestrians at selected locations on at least an annual basis.
b. Conduct County‐wide school transportation surveys and develops modal profiles of student
teacher and staff trips to and from school on an annual schedule.
Policy 11 (5): Construct missing sidewalks and upgrade street crossings within school walking zones
to provide school children and those who walk with them safe and enjoyable walking routes to
school.
Implementation Actions:
a. Develop an ongoing Safe Routes to School program utilizing new federal funding and County
revenue to support a comprehensive approach including education, enforcement,
encouragement, and engineering interventions. This program should build on the existing Safe
Routes to School initiative and should be developed in conjunction with the Arlington Police
Department and the Arlington County Schoolsʹ administrators and school principals, teachers,
parents, and students. Include every public and most private schools located in the County.
b. Utilize the Arlington Streetscape Standards to design and construct streets and walkways that are
comfortable and attractive places that encourage walking. Where possible, plant trees along
streets, in adjacent yards, on parkland and public plazas as a measure to shade walkways and
increase the scenic beauty of Arlington’s public spaces.
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Performance Measures for Policies 9, 10 and 11:
1. In the year 2008, establish baseline pedestrian usage rates for transportation trips using resident
trip diaries and other measures. Seek to achieve goal of raising the pedestrian transportation
travel rate by 0.5 percentage point each year after 2008.
2. Track the amount of resources directed to spent on WALKArlington encouragement and
marketing programs, and the numbers of customers served by WALKArlington events, services,
Web site, etc. Seek to achieve annual increases in program activity.
3. Establish strategic sidewalks and trails locations where pedestrians are counted several times
annually and track the changes in pedestrian traffic over time.
4. By 2015 achieve 50 percent bike/walk to school rate for students living within the school
bike/walk zones (typically a one‐mile radius from school).

Operate and Maintain Pedestrian Facilities to a High‐Quality Standard
Existing pedestrian facilities, including sidewalks, need to be regularly maintained to ensure regular safe
access for pedestrians. Particular attention needs to be given to maintaining minimum clear walkway
widths and traversable surfaces. Responsibility for maintaining good walkability lies with the County
and the owners, tenants and operators of private properties adjacent to public walkways.
Policy 12 (6): Conduct walkway maintenance promptly to ensure that sidewalks remain usable for all.
Implementation Actions:
a. Conduct plan review and construction management of private and public construction projects to
maintain existing accessible sidewalks whenever possible. Follow ADA design guidelines to
identify appropriate treatments for accessible pedestrian detour routes when existing sidewalks
must be closed for safety reasons.
b. Conduct regular inspections of sidewalks and trails and undertake timely maintenance and
repair of damaged surfaces.
c. Conduct regular inspection and repair of street lights along County streets and undertake
repair/replacement as needed.
d. Consider enactment of a snow removal ordinance and enforcement mechanism from public
sidewalks. With, or without a snow removal ordinance, a program should be undertaken to alert
property owners and occupants to clear snow from their sidewalks in a timely manner.
e. Conduct a review of all the grade‐separated public pedestrian facilities to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the County, State and private property owners for each facility. Agreements
should be entered into for any facilities that currently are not subject to agreements.
f. Enforce the County Code by which property owners are required to remove or trim back all
landscaping that obstructs a public walkway. If private property owners fail to adequately
control their vegetation the County should undertake the work and bill the property owner.
g. Schedule regular training for County planning and engineering staff with an emphasis on
updates for maintenance, operation, and design policies.
Performance measures for Policy 12:
1. Endeavor to address all pedestrian safety hazards within 24 hours of their identification and post
appropriate detours or public safety warnings when immediate repairs are infeasible.
2. Conduct sidewalk inspections on a continuous basis in commercial areas and a three‐year cycle in
residential areas and conduct repairs accordingly.
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3.

Endeavor to clear snow from sidewalks at County facilities and on County‐maintained bridges
and special walkways within 24 hours after end of a snowfall.

IV. Pedestrian Accommodation and Design Principles
This section provides specific details of the policy
principles that Arlington utilizes to best accommodate
pedestrians in such areas as: general walkway
accommodations, sidewalk design, intersection
design, sidewalk maintenance and maintenance of
pedestrian traffic during construction. These
accommodation and design principles support the
overall pedestrian policies expressed in Chapter 3 of
this document. Designers of street improvement
projects should consider the existing street
characteristics and context when undertaking their
designs. In some instances, existing conditions such as
right‐of‐way constraints, impacts upon notable trees
or topographic conditions may limit the ability to fully
achieve desired improvements. When significant constraints exist it may be appropriate to implement
interim level improvements until redevelopment occurs or other significant property changes are more
feasible.

General Walkway Accommodations
Streets and Public Areas
• Safely accommodate pedestrian access and circulation sufficient to meet reasonably expected
and/or desired demand on all streets and public areas.
• Provide continuous clear sidewalks along both sides of all arterial and neighborhood principal
streets, and streets of any classification above alley in commercial areas. Sidewalks are generally
not necessary in alleys.
• Neighborhood minor streets in residential areas should have continuous clear sidewalks on at
least one side of the street. Sidewalks should be constructed as part of all street improvement
projects on streets where a continuous sidewalk along one side of the street is currently missing.
However, a sidewalk exemption should be available to projects under certain specified
conditions where the harm to a community from constructing a sidewalk is determined by
County staff to exceed the benefits of the sidewalk construction. See Appendix C for criteria and
details on the exemption policy.
Sidewalk Gaps in Urban Areas
Along properties with deficient pedestrian accommodations, and where redevelopment is not expected to
take place within five years, continuous pedestrian passage should be provided by the County in advance
of complete redevelopment.
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ADA Compliance and Accessible Design
All pedestrian facilities shall be designed and constructed to meet the most current ADA standards
regarding provision of transportation accommodations for persons with disabilities. Pay particular
attention to ADA standards for the following:
• Running and cross slopes.
• Curb ramp design and installation.
• Sidewalk surface materials and construction.
• Sidewalk width clear of obstructions.
• Signal actuators and other signal features.
• Detectable warning strips.
• Sidewalk design across driveways.

General Walkway Accommodations
Streets and Public Areas
• Safely accommodate pedestrian access and circulation sufficient to meet reasonably expected
and/or desired demand on all streets and public areas.
• Provide continuous clear sidewalks along both sides of all arterial and neighborhood principal
streets, and streets of any classification above alley in commercial areas. Sidewalks are generally
not necessary in alleys.
• Neighborhood minor streets in residential areas should have continuous clear sidewalks on at
least one side of the street. Sidewalks should be constructed as part of all street improvement
projects on streets where a continuous sidewalk along one side of the street is currently missing.
However, a sidewalk exemption should be available to projects under certain specified
conditions where the harm to a community from constructing a sidewalk is determined by
County staff to exceed the benefits of the sidewalk construction. See Appendix C for criteria and
details on the exemption policy.
Sidewalk Gaps in Urban Areas
Along properties with deficient pedestrian accommodations, and where redevelopment is not expected to
take place within five years, continuous pedestrian passage should be provided by the County in advance
of complete redevelopment.
ADA Compliance and Accessible Design
All pedestrian facilities shall be designed and constructed to meet the most current ADA standards
regarding provision of transportation accommodations for persons with disabilities. Pay particular
attention to ADA standards for the following:
• Running and cross slopes.
• Curb ramp design and installation.
• Sidewalk surface materials and construction.
• Sidewalk width clear of obstructions.
• Signal actuators and other signal features.
• Detectable warning strips.
• Sidewalk design across driveways.
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Where pedestrian travel facilities are constructed to facilitate travel over or under major barriers, or to
facilitate access between two areas that have a significant elevation differential, federal ADA
implementation standards specify that the accessible route shall, to the maximum extent feasible, coincide
with the route for the general public. However, this does not mean that public stairways should not be
considered in conjunction with the accessible route for the purposes of providing those who can use stairs
a more efficient and direct route. The federal standards also specify that sidewalks along roadways do
not have to meet the slope requirements of accessible design if the running slopes are no greater than the
slopes of the adjacent roadway.
Protecting Pedestrian Space
At the inception of any development proposal or street improvement plan, an assessment shall be made
of the design impacts upon pedestrian travel and safety; and mitigation measures should be included to
offset any negative impacts. Private intrusions into the public sidewalk right‐of‐way, such as restaurant
café seating and vending boxes should be regulated to ensure that adequate sidewalk clear space is
maintained.
Wayfinding
Arlington should implement coordinated wayfinding sign systems for
motorists (and other street users) and pedestrians. The two wayfinding
systems should share a design framework that allows for recognition of unique
neighborhood identities. The pedestrian‐oriented wayfinding system should
be coordinated with transit providers and area Business Improvement Districts
(BIDs) to identify key walking destinations and transit stops and services.

Sidewalk Design
Provide a Direct Path
Pedestrian walkways on public property, or upon property over which the
County has the right to have pedestrian travelways, should provide as direct a path as possible to
foreseeable destinations, especially along routes that are heavily used for transit access. Grade changes
should be moderated to the degree feasible.
Clear Zones
The clear zone is the portion of the public sidewalk
space provided expressly for accessible pedestrian
mobility. It is usually located between the “landscape &
utility” zone and the building shy or “café” zone. This
space is unobstructed and is constructed of materials
and patterns that provide a relatively smooth surface
that complies with ADA‐accessibility standards.
All sidewalks shall provide a continuous clear zone of
not less than—
•
Six feet in commercial, mixed‐use, or other high‐
density areas.
•
Four feet in single‐family and other lower‐
density areas.
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Whenever feasible, sidewalks in low‐density residential areas should be at least five feet wide to better
accommodate two people walking side‐by‐side or people traveling in opposite directions to safely pass
each other. Sidewalks can be reduced to four feet in width when there is insufficient right‐of‐way or to
minimize impacts to significant trees, slopes, or structures.
The widths of sidewalks in commercial areas may be specified by County sector plans, streetscape
standards, or site plan conditions, and in many cases the specified width will exceed the six‐foot
minimum. Generally, the width of a sidewalk is increased in proportion to the density of the adjacent
land uses and the expected activity levels on the streets. Sidewalk widths should reflect the density and
character of the local district as well as the development of the adjacent properties. While clear zones
should not deflect or be laterally realigned by more than two feet per 50 feet of length, some variance may
be allowed to accommodate preservation of trees or historic structures.
Pinch Points
Occasional, unavoidable pinch points or sidewalk width reductions to the clear zone are acceptable,
provided they do not narrow the clear zone by more than two feet and do not extend for more than two
feet. In no case shall a pinch point reduce a sidewalk’s clear width to less than 36 inches or otherwise
make a walkway inaccessible as per ADA standards.
Obstructions
Sidewalks shall be designed to be unobstructed and as uncluttered as possible. Sign posts, parking
meters, traffic and utility poles, and street utilities/furnishings should be placed in the landscape/utility
strip or behind the sidewalk whenever possible.
Landscape/Utility Strips
Sidewalks should be separated from curbs and roadways by landscaped or paved strips. Whenever
possible, the strip should be at least 48 inches wide, to provide sufficient space for the planting of street
trees and to provide adequate width to incorporate driveway apron ramps. The strip must also be wide
enough to accommodate such devices as utility poles, street lights, fire hydrants, utility meters, signs, bus
stops, trash cans, and piled snow without their encroachment into the sidewalk clear space.
Street Trees
Where adequate space exists and utility conflicts are absent, trees should be planted in the
landscape/utility strips and medians of both arterial and local streets. Generally, a minimum
landscape/utility strip width of 48” and a median width of 72” are required for tree plantings. Canopy‐
type shade trees are preferred along street edges, although smaller, more ornamental species of trees can
be used where planting areas are limited by overhead utility lines and smaller planting areas.
Driveway Apron Design
Sidewalks that cross driveways should provide a minimum width of 48 inches of uninterrupted level
(two percent maximum grade) sidewalk. The sidewalk portion of the driveway should be made of the
same materials as the sidewalk. Cross slopes through the level area should not exceed two percent.
Alleys
Alleys are rights‐of‐ways other than streets that provide service access to the side or rear of buildings.
Alleys should be designed so that they are not obtrusive to the activity on the adjacent sidewalks and
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streets. Alleys may also be pedestrian routes and could include walkways, provided such facilities do not
diminish the usability of the alley for other purposes.

Intersection Design
Crosswalk Marking Policy
In accordance with the Manual on Uniform Transportation Control Devices (MUTCD), crosswalks are
marked to identify, for both pedestrians and vehicle operators, the preferred place for pedestrian
crossings. Marked crosswalks are particularly useful where they concentrate multiple pedestrian
crossings into a single location and where the optimal crossing location is otherwise unclear because of
confusing geometrics or traffic operations. Crosswalks are typically marked within the most direct path
pedestrians might take when crossing the street, but may be adjusted for safety or to enable accessibility.
Overuse of crosswalk markings should be avoided to prevent motorists from becoming desensitized to
them and minimizing their impact. Crosswalks should generally identify a straight walking path on
preferably the shortest safe walking route across the street.
Crosswalks are typically not marked on local streets in low‐density residential neighborhoods as
pedestrian crossings can be expected to occur anywhere on such streets and the low‐speed traffic is
expected to be alert for and yield to all pedestrian activity. Crosswalks on low‐volume local streets are
generally marked only when the crossing is on a school route or near a park/other community facility
that attracts substantial numbers of pedestrians, children in particular. At signalized intersections, all
crossing legs of the intersection should be marked.
The standard width of a crosswalk is 10 feet; however, crosswalks should be scaled in width to match the
sidewalk leading up to them. In residential neighborhoods eight feet is typically sufficient on minor
streets. In high‐density areas with wide sidewalks, crosswalks may be up to 20 feet wide. In general, the
width should be adjusted to fit the scale of the intersection and vehicle speeds and to serve the peak
pedestrian volumes that use the crossing. All marked
crosswalks must incorporate an ADA‐accessible curb
ramp on each end and should be demarked with materials
that are accessible to all pedestrians.
Standard Crosswalk Markings
The standard crosswalk marking in Arlington is a pair of
six‐inch‐wide, white parallel lines marked with a reflective
material. An alternative style of crosswalk marking may
be used when a higher‐visibility crosswalk is desired or as
part of a larger decorative street treatment, such a
community gateway.
Higher‐Visibility Crosswalk Markings
Higher‐visibility markings are most appropriate for use on
wider roads, where traffic speeds are high and in locations
where pedestrian crossings are less expected and greater
warning must be given to the motorist. Higher‐visibility
crosswalks may also be appropriate for establishing the
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presence of a high‐volume pedestrian zone, such as is found in the most areas.
In Arlington, the two high‐visibility crosswalk marking formats used are the Ladder and the Zebra.
The Zebra marking is the VDOT standard for State‐owned roads and may also be used on County‐owned
streets. The Ladder crosswalk is typically used at mid‐block locations and other places where extra tactile
guidance is needed for pedestrians with low vision.
Ladder or Zebra crosswalks are used—
•
At mid‐block crossings.
•
At signalized intersections, along arterial streets, the Ladder or Zebra should be used to mark the
arterial legs of crossings. Depending on traffic speeds and volumes, single parallel lines or
Zebra/Ladder markings may be used for signalized crossings of the secondary streets.
•
At high‐volume, unsignalized pedestrian crossings of arterial streets.
•
At and near schools as part of routes that students regularly use in walking to school.
Other Crosswalk Markings
In residential neighborhoods the palette of crosswalk‐marking options includes the use of more
“decorative” treatments because of the typically lower volumes and slower vehicle speeds. The
decorative treatments should be edged with standard reflective thermoplastic stripes.
Where crosswalk locations cannot be seen in advance because of road curvatures or other factors,
advance warning signage and pavement markings are to be used. Traffic calming measures may also be
needed to slow and alert drivers of the upcoming crosswalk.
Crosswalks made from concrete and brick pavers are no longer installed. Where such paver crosswalks
remain, they should have reflective thermoplastic stripe edging. When such crosswalks undergo
significant deterioration or damage, they are to be completely removed and replaced with asphalt and the
appropriate style of crosswalk markings.
Mid‐block Crossings
Along arterial streets, where intersections with marked crosswalks are more than 800 feet apart, and
pedestrian crossing volumes are significant, consideration is to be given to providing mid‐block
crossings. Conditions such as sight distance, traffic volume, and travel speed are factored into the
decision as to whether to mark mid‐block crossings. Mid‐block crossings should be made very prominent
and visible through the use of signage, ladder crosswalk markings, curb extensions (nubs), and other
engineering practices. Supplemental lighting and/or traffic signals should also be considered.
A median refuge can enhance the safety of a mid‐block crossing. Such refuges should be a minimum of
six feet wide and should provide tactile warning strips as specified in ADA design guidelines.
Curb Radii
The standard curb return radius is 15 feet with larger radii used when necessary to accommodate the
low‐speed turning movement of expected truck and bus traffic.
Right Turn Slip Lanes
The use of right turn slip lanes and islands is discouraged except when intersection geometrics would
otherwise require the use of curb radii of greater than 35 feet. Slip lanes and islands should be designed
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to minimize vehicular travel speeds and can include raised crosswalks, Stop sign controls and tight
turning radii.
Curb Ramp Design
Conditions such as grade, right‐of‐way space, and intersection angle can affect the type of ramp that is
used. Thus great care in both design and construction needs to be exercised to ensure that all curb ramps
constructed in Arlington meet ADA guidelines for accessibility. Typical ramps shall conform to VDOT
specifications, though ramps may be widened to accommodate large numbers of pedestrians. Separate
curb ramps are preferred for each direction of crossing (i.e., two ramps per corner). However, in acute
angle installations, a single ramp per corner may be more appropriate. Curb ramps should be oriented to
be as perpendicular as possible to the street to minimize crossing distances, while also aligning as much
as possible with the expected walking path.
Traffic Signals
All traffic signals should include pedestrian signals that are designed and maintained to be informative
and accessible for all pedestrians. Pedestrian‐activated push buttons, where utilized, should be located in
an easily‐accessible location and should utilize button mechanisms that can be operated by persons with
limited hand dexterity and strength. New and existing signals should be considered for additional of
approved audible devices and “countdown” signal devices.
Pedestrian Oriented Traffic Signals
To improve the safety of heavily‐utilized pedestrian crossings, particularly on those on arterial streets
with four or more travel lanes and no pedestrian refuge island or wide median, County staff should
evaluate the appropriateness of adding pedestrian‐oriented traffic signals. The existing MUTCD
warrants for standard traffic signals, along with the professional judgment of the local traffic engineers,
should be utilized in evaluating the appropriateness of new traffic signal installations. Innovative traffic
signal designs such as the HAWK and others should be considered for crossing locations that may not
meet established warrants for standard signal types.
Median Refuges
Where pedestrian crossing distances are 65 feet or greater, a raised island should be provided at or near
the midpoint, as a pedestrian refuge. The island should be at least six feet wide and should be built to
meet ADA accessibility standards.

Pedestrian Accommodations Related to New Development
Pedestrian‐Oriented Development
All new public and private buildings should be built with direct, accessible walkway connections to the
adjacent parks, services, and public sidewalk system. It is good pedestrian‐oriented design for new
commercial buildings to be located close to and aligned with the fronting street. Accessible street‐level
retail should be encouraged as part of new commercial development unless specified otherwise by an
applicable adopted sector, corridor or site plan.
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Pedestrian‐Oriented Streetscapes
Redevelopment and streetscape‐improvement projects should consider including public art, fountains,
street furniture, information kiosks, maps, and other features as appropriate, and otherwise consistent
with the Pedestrian Element, to make streets more lively and interesting places.
Priority for Pedestrian Improvements
Area pedestrian travel needs to be examined, where new construction, redevelopment, or rehabilitation
of property along street frontage is proposed. Needed pedestrian accommodation and safety
improvements shall be the first priority for developer‐provided transportation improvements.
Pedestrian Access Across Large Blocks
Mid‐block pedestrian passageways are desirable where they increase directness of travel to transit
facilities, commercial buildings, residential neighborhoods, schools, or other major destinations. When
large new developments are proposed that include block faces that are greater than 600 feet in length, a
publicly accessible mid‐block pedestrian passageway should be provided at a location at least 200 feet
from either end of the block face. Passageways should be at least 15 feet in width, or of a width that is
comfortable for pedestrian passage in proportion to the scale of the new development.
Installation of mid‐block pedestrian crossings at the ends of the passageway should be considered, based
on pedestrian volumes on expected travel paths and other traffic safety factors. The passage ways should
be designed to ensure ADA accessibility, and pedestrian‐level lighting should be incorporated.
Development of walkways should not cause serious adverse impact upon natural or historic resources.
Existing mid‐block publicly accessible walkways on private property should be retained during
redevelopment and maintained for public use.
On‐Site Walkways
As legally permissible, the developer should be required to construct, replace, and upgrade walkways
around and through a property that is being developed, redeveloped, or subject to major addition or
renovation.

Sidewalk Maintenance
Inspection and Repair
Whenever potentially unsafe conditions are identified within public walkways, and the County is
notified of the conditions, action should be undertaken by the appropriate County agency as soon as
feasible, generally within 24 hours, to address the safety concern.
Sidewalk inspection and maintenance in residential areas is conducted on a three‐year cycle, and repairs
conducted accordingly. Local property managers and County staff should continuously conduct
walkway inspection and maintenance in high‐density commercial areas. Sidewalk maintenance in high‐
density areas is required of the fronting property owner, with any necessary work performed by the
County or its contractor to be paid for by the property owner.
Arlington should replace substantially deteriorated public sidewalks and crosswalks made from brick or
concrete pavers with new, more ADA‐compliant materials and designs.
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Snow Removal
The County is responsible for clearing snow from sidewalks at County facilities and on County‐
maintained bridges, overpasses, trails, and special
walkways. Snow removal efforts undertaken by State
and County maintenance crews and private snow
plows shall be conducted in such a way as not to block
sidewalks and curb ramps with piles of snow and ice.
Private property owners frequently agree, by site plan
condition, that the owners or their agents will remove
snow and ice from sidewalks and make them passable.
All private property owners are encouraged to keep
the sidewalks that abut their properties clear and safe
for pedestrian passage.
Vegetation and Obstructions
Vegetation that reduces sight distances and visibility of parallel or cross traffic (of all modes) should be
cut back or removed by property owners. When property owners fail to maintain vegetation properly,
County staff, where legally permissible, should trim vegetation as appropriate for public safety and
passage. Fences, vendor carts and other private property found to obstruct pedestrian travel in the pubic
right‐of‐way shall be relocated by the property owner.

Maintenance of Pedestrian Traffic During Construction
During construction of private developments and County projects, pedestrian access and passage should
be maintained on the same side of the street, separated from vehicular traffic and with overhead
protection where necessary. Measures should be undertaken to ensure everyone, including those with
disabilities, can navigate temporary routes. The same maintenance of pedestrian traffic is required of all
approved developments during the construction process. Plans for these accommodations and safety
measures are to be submitted and accepted before the right‐of‐way permits are issued.
Where sidewalk needs have been identified, and redevelopment is expected soon, temporary asphalt
sidewalks are an acceptable means of providing walkable linkages until a permanent sidewalk is in place.

V. Implementation Priorities
Establishing Funding Priorities
Neighborhood Conservation and Neighborhood Improvement Plans
Currently most sidewalk construction projects in predominantly single‐family residential neighborhoods
are funded by the Neighborhood Conservation (“NC”) Program. Projects are nominated by the
individual neighborhoods and reflect the priorities of the residents in those neighborhoods. The NC
program has developed Neighborhood Improvement Plans (“NIPs”) for each neighborhood that
provided inventories of existing neighborhood infrastructure and identified potential projects for
sidewalks, street improvements, street light installation and other infrastructure enhancements in the
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public right‐of‐way. The NIPs are intended to be used as planning tools to assist stakeholders in setting
capital improvement priorities and calculating overall community needs.
In addition to the NC program, County staff proposes sidewalk construction and enhancement projects
for funding through the WALKArlington and Complete Streets programs. County‐initiated projects
generally focus on building or reconstructing sidewalks that are one of the following:
 Along arterial and principal streets.
 On County property.
 Close to schools or Metrorail stations.
 Within commercial areas.
 In other areas with demonstrated safety needs.
County staff has developed a set of ranking criteria, listed in Appendix B, for prioritizing new sidewalk
construction project proposals through the WALKArlington program. Projects that upgrade existing
sidewalks use a subset of the same criteria, with greater emphasis on ADA accessibility and safety
improvements. Representatives to the Neighborhood Conservation Advisory Commission should
consider the pedestrian project ranking criteria when deciding upon sidewalk projects to fund.
Priority Pedestrian Zones (PPZ)
The County defines Priority Pedestrian Zones (PPZs) as
areas that by virtue of their location and importance are
priority areas for public investment in pedestrian
infrastructure. PPZs are areas that that meet one or more
of the following criteria:
• Within 0.25 mile of a transit stop.
• Within 0.5 mile of a Metrorail station entrance.
• Within 0.5 mile of a County facility, or a
neighborhood retail center.
• Within 1.0 mile of a public school.
The PPZs are also used by the County to determine
priorities for new sidewalk construction. Streets that are
within multiple PPZ areas are generally seen as higher priorities for new sidewalk construction than
those that are in one PPZ. Street outside a PPZ zone are considered the lowest priority for sidewalk
construction unless they serve to link together high‐priority walking routes.
Streetscape Enhancement
Within the boundaries of sector plans, small area plans, arterial corridor plans, or other formal and
defined planning areas, specifications are provided for special measures to enhance the pedestrian
environment. Such measures may include wider sidewalks, special sidewalk materials, select street tree
species, types of street furniture, enhanced lighting, or a variety of other treatments that enhance
pedestrian areas, involve public art, or use streetscape elements to establish neighborhood identity and
distinction. Implementation sections of those plans may identify measures and relative priorities for
implementation of the various pedestrian–related improvements.
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Public Participation
The citizen Pedestrian Advisory Committee (PAC) provides County staff with ongoing advice on
pedestrian policy and issues. County staff works with the PAC to review project proposals and identify
their relative priorities. Participation from community associations, organizations working with
individuals with disabilities, and other County advisory groups is also sought to guide project design
and implementation.
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Appendix A – Context and Existing Conditions
Background: The Existing Pedestrian Program
Arlington County’s existing pedestrian program is composed of individual programs and initiatives that
affect walkability through the provision of infrastructure improvements, promotional programs, and
safety campaigns. A brief overview of these programs is outlined below.
WALKArlington
WALKArlington is a County program to improve pedestrian
conditions and encourage people to walk more often. In addition
to providing information through an extensive website and
promotional materials on the what, when, where and how of
walking, WALKArlington also designs and installs pedestrian
improvement projects, such as sidewalks, curb nubs, crosswalks,
lighting, and other amenities and reviews private development
proposals.
Neighborhood Conservation Program
The Neighborhood Conservation Program is a citizen‐based
planning and infrastructure improvement program that enables
neighborhoods to determine how some public funds will be spent. The Neighborhood Conservation
program encourages the creation of neighborhood improvement plans and to provide dedicated funding
to implement those plans. Projects funded through this program include sidewalk construction, park
improvements, traffic calming, street light installation, beautification and neighborhood signs—all of
which contribute to the walkability of Arlington neighborhoods.
Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program
In 1999, Arlington initiated a Neighborhood Traffic Calming (NTC) Program with the central goal of
changing driver behavior and the culture of neighborhood street use from ʺcars firstʺ to ʺpeople first.ʺ The
program relies on a number of devices to slow traffic, such as traffic circles, raised crosswalks, speed
humps, turning and truck restrictions, and “nubs” (curb extensions) to address this goal. To date,
Arlington has completed NTC projects on more than 70
streets.
Safe Routes to School Initiative
In 1999, Arlington also began an initiative to provide
greater safety for students traveling to and from
Arlington’s schools. The Safe Routes to School initiative is
a collaborative effort between staff from the Arlington
School administration and County agencies, as well as
students and parents. Conditions around all the Arlington
public schools were evaluated and safety measures
identified. These improvements include new signage and markings at crosswalks and in school zones,
installation of new school zone flashing signals, relocation of parking and drop‐off zones, and clearance
of overgrown vegetation. Longer‐term projects include traffic calming measures, construction of new
sidewalks, pedestrian refuge islands, and “nubs” (curb extensions) along walking routes within one‐
quarter mile of schools. Nearly two million dollars of local funds have been directed to Safe Routes to
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Schools projects to fund the needed construction and signal installation. The effort also includes an
annual Walk to School Day, school walking zone maps and other supportive materials.
Pedestrian Advisory Committee
A citizen committee that advises County staff on matters related to the needs of pedestrians in the
Arlington. The committee holds bimonthly meetings that are open to the public.
The County also regularly receives guidance on issues affecting pedestrians from other advisory groups,
including the Disability Advisory Commission, Transportation Commission, Planning Commission, and
the Neighborhood Conservation Advisory Commission.

Relevant Plans, Design Standards, and Studies
This section provides a brief listing of the existing plans and standards that provide guidance for the
planning, design, and implementation of pedestrian facilities in Arlington County.
1997 Pedestrian Transportation Plan
The 1997 Pedestrian Transportation Plan is an update to the Walking component of Arlington’s 1986
Master Transportation Plan. This plan addressed all conditions affecting pedestrians and set forth a
primary goal of fully integrating pedestrians into the planning, design, construction and operation of all
transportation systems and land development. Upon adoption, the policies set forth in this Pedestrian
Element replace those in the 1997 Pedestrian Transportation Plan.
Sector and Area Plans
Each Metrorail station area in the Rosslyn‐Ballston corridor has a sector plan. These plans are specific
guides for land use and development within the station areas and contain transportation, open space,
utility, community facility, and urban design analysis and recommendations that substantially determine
the walkability of Arlington’s largest urban center. Several development areas outside of the Rosslyn‐
Ballston corridor, such as Shirlington, Nauck, Crystal City and Pentagon City, also have area plans that
specify land use, transportation, and other recommendations.
Public Spaces Master Plan
The 2005 Public Spaces Master Plan identifies the major public space assets and needs of the community.
It is one of the eight components of the County’s comprehensive plan. The themes and recommendations
of this plan provide the framework to guide the stewardship of Arlington’s public spaces.
Public Art Master Plan
In September 2000, the Arlington County Board established a Public Art Policy for the County, dedicating
a part of the capital budget to public art and directing that projects be located in prominent places. The
Public Art Master Plan recommends a coordinated approach to public art projects and identifies a
strategy for public art selection. The plan focuses on public squares, parks, and streets and on public
improvements and identifies priorities for locating civic art. Public art affects walkability by making
streetscapes and public spaces more attractive, interesting, and appealing places to walk.
Standard Conditions for Site Plan Review ‐ The “Standard Conditions” are conditions that the County
Board and developers agree upon for developments that have undergone the site‐plan review process.
Standard conditions specify such things as sidewalk pavement treatment, minimum sidewalk widths,
street trees, and lighting fixtures.
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Urban Forest Master Plan – The 2004 Urban Forest Master Plan calls for ensuring that tree planting and
preservation are important elements of Arlington streetscapes. The master plan deals with planting and
maintenance of street trees and also outreach and education to encourage planting of trees on private
property. Both street trees and yard trees shade sidewalks and lower air temperatures, making walking
more pleasant.
Arlington County Streetscape Standards ‐ This document provides guidance for all streets in the more
densely developed areas of the County. The standards in such document are applied in conjunction with
relevant detailed design guidelines that are often included in sector, corridor and site plans.
Other Arlington County Standards ‐ The County has a number of design standards and guidelines that
affect pedestrians. They include the following documents:
• Traffic Engineering Standards and Practices.
• Rosslyn‐Ballston Corridor Streetscape Standards.
• Street & Roadway Construction Standards and Specifications.
• Bus Stop Standards.
• Street Lighting Policy and Planning Guide (Draft).
• Residential Street Width Guidelines.
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) and Guidelines for Accessible
Public Rights‐of‐Way ‐ These standards, provided by the U.S. Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board (U.S. Access Board) relate to the accessibility of public facilities required for all
persons by the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Design guidance from the U.S. Access
Board can be found at www.access‐board.gov.
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) ‐ This manual, produced by the U. S. Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA), provides guidance regarding the specifications and warrants for the
placement of motorist and pedestrian signs and markings. It is the general standard used throughout the
United States; however, in some cases Arlington may supplement the standard MUTCD practices.
Arterial Transportation Management (ATM) Study ‐ A study, completed in 2005, that identified policies
and physical measures that could be used by Arlington to achieve greater safety and pedestrian comfort
on the County’s arterial streets. The study identified several pilot projects that are primarily intended to
reduce speeding by vehicles and improve sidewalk and crosswalk conditions.
WALKArlington Study ‐ A 2004 urban design study that identified pedestrian and place‐making
improvements for the Ballston area.
VDOT Road Design Manual – Provides design
standards for all State‐owned roadways. VDOT
standards for curb ramp design are generally used by all
localities across Virginia.
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Existing Conditions
Physical Environment
The walkability of any community is determined in large part by its physical environment. Arlington is
naturally a pleasant place to walk with a climate that is conducive to outdoor exercise most of the year.
Arlington is also relatively compact (approximately 26 square miles), which also supports walking.
In recent decades, Arlington has rebuilt its commercial centers and most central neighborhoods around
extensive investments in public transit. Over the years, Arlington has transformed itself from a suburban
community into a community with a vibrant urban core. This core has corridors of higher‐density jobs
and residences intermixed with local and regional‐oriented shops, restaurants, parks, and entertainment
opportunities. Networks of streets, sidewalks, and trails support Arlington’s urban form, while also
connecting with transit routes that provide ready access to services and travel connections across the
region. Consequently many trips are either begun, completed, or made entirely by walking.
While most of Arlington is easy traveled by pedestrians, about 47 miles of neighborhood streets currently
lack a continuous sidewalk along either side. In nearly all cases, the missing sidewalks are in lower‐
density areas, rather than on arterial streets or in higher‐density commercial areas. While nearly all
arterial streets have sidewalks, on many the sidewalks are of inadequate width, lack adequate buffer
strips, and are interrupted by obstructions.
In past decades, pedestrian overpasses and underpasses were constructed in Rosslyn, Crystal City, and
Ballston to establish systems of pedestrian travelways that were removed from the street level.
Pedestrians have found some of these facilities difficult to access; consequently, many persons prefer to
walk and cross at the street level. In some cases the existence of dual pedestrian systems has harmed the
viability of the primary system—which is at street level. Since the early 1990s the County has not created
any new grade‐separated public walkways and has permitted the removal of undesired sections of the
systems as cost‐efficient opportunities have arisen. Upon review, some sections of these travelways, such
as certain bridges in the Rosslyn Skywalk system, have been deemed valuable and planned for retention.

Mode Share – Walking for Transportation
Walking is a popular mode of travel in Arlington. In an online questionnaire
conducted for the Master Transportation Plan, approximately 83 percent of
respondents said they walk regularly or occasionally. Walking is used for a
range of trip purposes, including work, school, errands, recreation, and
entertainment. Walking is also a popular recreational activity: another recent
survey revealed that more than one‐third of Arlingtonians walk for exercise.
Despite reports that most Arlingtonians walk at least occasionally, data
regarding the share of trips made on foot is limited. The U.S. Census
provides information on the number of people who walk to work in its
Journey to Work Report. The year 2000 Census found that approximately 6
percent of Arlington’s resident workers walk to work (see Table A‐1), which
is significantly higher than all of the other jurisdictions in the region with the
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exception of Washington, D.C., and the City of Baltimore. In addition to the walk‐to‐work trips, about 23
percent of Arlingtonians commute by transit, with about 80 percent of those transit trips accessed by
pedestrians.
The Arlington County Schools administration has established boundaries around the neighborhood‐
serving elementary and secondary schools in which students are expected to walk or provide their own
transportation to school. Those boundaries can extend to one mile for elementary schools and up to one‐
and‐a‐half miles for middle and high schools. Outside those boundaries students are provided public
school bus transportation. In some areas the walk zones are reduced to provide school bus transportation
to students who otherwise would have to cross a major arterial road or highway. Currently about 45
percent of public school students are provided bus transportation. Surveys are being done to determine
exactly how the remaining students reach school, but it appears that only about 20 percent of the
Arlington school population currently walks to school regularly. Arlington has very limited information
about how our residents and visitors travel for non‐work and non‐school trips. However, a survey
conducted in 2006 of about 500 randomly selected households identified walking as accounting for about
one‐third (33 percent) of all non‐work travel.
Table A‐1. Year 2000 Commute by Transportation Mode

Washington/Baltimore Metro
Region
Washington, DC
Baltimore, MD (City)
Arlington County, VA
Alexandria, VA
Montgomery County, MD
Prince George’s County, MD
Baltimore County, MD
Fairfax County, VA
Loudoun County, VA
Prince William County, VA

Number of
Workers
260,884
249,373
116,046
73,587
455,331
397,403
373,496
527,464
92,315
150,526

Public
Transit
33%
19%
23%
13%
13%
12%
4%
7%
1%
3%

Bicycle
1%
0%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Walked
12%
7%
6%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Motor
Vehicle
including
carpool
49%
70%
66%
76%
80%
83%
91%
86%
91%
91%

Source: U.S. Census data, year 2000, Journey to Work Report

Traffic Safety
Table A‐2 shows the number of pedestrian fatalities and injuries in Arlington during the 1996 to 2006
period. County staff periodically analyzes accident reports to gain insight into the circumstances and
locations of accidents involving pedestrians. That information is helpful in crafting accident
countermeasures and identifying needed facility improvements. A review of traffic accident reports in
the 2003 through 2005 period found only eight intersections that averaged at least one pedestrian
accident a year. Three of those intersections were on Columbia Pike (S. Courthouse Road, S. Monroe
Street, and S. Columbus/Dinwiddie Street). Two intersections were along westbound Lee Highway (N.
Lynn Street and Fort Myer Drive), with the other intersections being N. Glebe Road/N. Randolph Street;
S. Glebe Road/Arlington Ridge Road; and Jefferson Davis Highway/23rd Street South.
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Table A‐2. Arlington Reported Pedestrian Fatalities and Injuries, 1997–2007
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Pedestrian
Fatalities

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

0

0

Pedestrian Injuries

150

115

96

72

135

105

94

100

76

102

97

Source: Arlington County Traffic Accident Reports

In April 2008, the Surface Transportation Policy Project produced the Washington Area Mean Streets Report,
which evaluated the relative pedestrian safety of all the jurisdictions in the Washington‐Baltimore
metropolitan area. Utilizing reported fatal pedestrian crashes during the years 2004 through 2006, and the
2000 U.S. Census walk and transit to work mode share and population data, the authors of the report
created a Pedestrian Danger Index (PDI) for each of the area jurisdictions. The PDI tries to compare
pedestrian deaths with pedestrian exposure. The authors found that Arlington ranked second best
(behind only the City of Alexandria) in terms of pedestrian safety. Arlington’s PDI of 9.6 was
considerably better than the metropolitan area’s average PDI rating of 24.0. Arlington’s pedestrian fatality
rate of 0.8 pedestrian fatalities per 100,000 residents is approximately half the national average (1.63 per
100,000 residents) as calculated by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

Pedestrian Accommodation
Arlington has made considerable progress in improving the walkability of its streets. Since the adoption
of the 1997 Pedestrian Transportation Plan, the following improvements and policies have been made:
• New sidewalks have been built along approximately 5.0 miles of Arlington’s arterial streets. As
of 2008, only about 2.0 miles of arterial streets in Arlington lack a sidewalk or trail.
• As of 2008, approximately 85 percent of Arlington’s local streets have a continuous sidewalk
along at least one side. Many have sidewalks along both sides, particularly in commercial areas.
In 1997 only about 73 percent of local streets had a continuous sidewalk.
• All traffic signals are now equipped with walk signals, and nearly all now have countdown
signals to give pedestrians a cue as to how much time they
have to cross the street. In 1997, countdown signals did not
exist, and several traffic signals lacked pedestrian indicators.
• Arlington traffic signals were retimed to lengthen pedestrian
crossing times. Arlington has revised its standard crossing
time settings from a rate of 4.0 to 3.5 feet per second
providing pedestrians more time to cross streets.
• Virtually all marked crosswalks now have curb ramps for
wheelchair access. Within the past 10 years Arlington has
adopted a practice of using two curb ramps, placed parallel
rather than diagonal to crosswalks, at primary intersections.
• Arlington has undertaken dozens of projects to retrofit
intersections and streets to make them safer for pedestrians.
Street design standards have also been revised to benefit
pedestrians through wider sidewalks, shorter crossing
distances, and higher‐visibility crosswalks.
• Arlington established the Neighborhood Traffic Calming
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•

•

•

Program, which has implemented projects on more than 70 local streets.
Arlington has installed signage (including “Failure to Yield, $100 to $500 fine” and “No Right
Turn on Red while Pedestrians Present”) at more than 60 locations and undertaken education
and enforcement to promote compliance with this law. Arlington Police periodically undertake
special enforcement efforts aimed at gaining more compliance with the law and issue citations
when violations are observed.
The Arlington Safe Routes to School initiative, which began in late 1999, evaluated walking
conditions near all County schools. More than 20 sidewalk‐improvement projects have been
undertaken to enhance student safety. School Zone signals were installed or upgraded at nearly
every County school. In addition, hundreds of school crossing signs, crosswalks, and other
measures were installed.
Arlington County established its WALKArlington program to promote walking through guided
walks, information distribution, and generally raising of the community’s awareness of walking.
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Appendix B: Sidewalk Project Ranking Criteria
Proposed new sidewalk construction projects to be evaluated based upon scores received using the following
criteria and scoring schedule. Score is determined by accumulated point total. Generally these criteria are used
only for evaluating projects to construct new sidewalk spanning at least one block in length.
A. Sidewalk Context Connectivity:
• No existing sidewalks (3 points)
• Partial sidewalk exists (2 points)
• Sidewalks on adjacent block (1 point)
• Existing sidewalk narrow or obstructed (1 point)
B. Proximity to Attractors/Facilities:
• Distance to Metrorail station (within ¼ mile = 2 points, within ½ mile = 1 point)
• Distance to school bus stop (within ¼ mile = 1 point)
• Distance to Metrobus stop (within ¼ mile = 1 point)
• Distance to a school (within ¼ mile = 2 points, within ½ mile = 1 point)
• Distance to shopping/office center (within ¼ mile = 1 point)
• Distance to a church with a preschool (within ¼ mile = 1 point)
• Distance to civic building or park (within ¼ mile = 1 point)
C. Street Traffic:
• Presence of on-street parking (yes = 1 point)
• Posted speed limit (30 mph or greater = 1 point)
• Existence of an identified speeding problem using NTC standards (yes = 1 point)
• Daily traffic volume of 5,000 vehicles or more (yes = 2 points)
• Daily traffic volume of 1,000 to 4,999 vehicles (yes = 1 point)
D. Land Use (GLUP) Designation:
• Residential with 11 or more dwelling units/acre (yes = 2 points)
• Commercial/Mixed use (yes = 2 points)
• Office/Apartment/Hotel (yes = 1 point)
E. Related Projects:
• Combined with previously planned street work (yes = 1 point)
• Adjacent private development approved (yes = 1 point)
F. Community Support, Cost & Environmental Impact:
• Right-of-way is available (yes = 1 point)
• Minimal impact upon healthy trees (yes = 1 point)
• Minimal cut & fill required (yes = 1 point)
• Strong support from neighbors (yes = 1 point)
________________________________________________________
Total = _____ points
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Appendix C: Sidewalk Exemption Policy
All street improvement projects (not to include paving) will include the construction of an ADA‐
compliant sidewalk along at least one side of a street when there is not a continuous ADA‐accessible
sidewalk currently in place on that street, unless the county grants a sidewalk exemption, subject to all
legal requirements.
The following factors will be evaluated in determining whether to grant an exemption:
• Low traffic and pedestrian volumes.
• Potential adverse impact upon significant mature trees.
• Potential adverse impact upon registered historical properties.
• Significant topographic challenges.
• Significant number of houses having restricted setbacks from the street right‐of‐way.
• Approval of exemption request by the neighborhood civic association(s).
Exemptions will not be considered if any of the following conditions exist on a street requested by the
local residents to be exempt:
• Sight distances or other conditions create unsafe conditions for pedestrians.
• Street segment is on a direct route to a school, park, church, trail, or other facility and has a
significant amount of vehicle or pedestrian traffic.
• The street segment connects two blocks on a street that already has sidewalks.
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